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Project: YEA – Young Entrepreneurs in Action

Duration
(minutes):

100

Promotor School: Agrupamento de Escolas de Vale de Ovil

Level of
education:

Elementary
proficiency

Clouding with mobile phones

Topic:

Aims:
•
•
•
•

Understanding the importance of mobile and cloud learning;
Learn how to use cloud platforms for mobile learning;
Produce teaching materials for mobile based on cloud learning;
Use ITC as a tool for learning, collaboration, creativity and innovations.

Outcomes:
•
•
•
•

Learn how to produce content for/with mobile learning;
Understand mobile learning Pedagogy;
Understanding the Framework of mobile cloud computing;
Exploration of ITC in teaching and learning.

Work forms and methods:
•
•
•
•

Presentation;
Cloud and mobile learning examples;
Workshop (content producing);
Group work presentation.

ARTICULATION
Course of action (duration, minutes)
Keynote (20 minutes)
Framework: With the recent development of technology in general and mobile phones in particular, new
teaching methods and education environments can be used. The importance of mobile in cloud learning is
amazing as every student and teacher usually carries his own mobile phone and obviously should be able to
access and produce information. Often regarded as a bad influence on young students, mobile phones can be
turned into an effective teaching and learning tool when it is used appropriately as examples will be shown in
the keynote, namely: Models, procedures and support platforms.
Layout: Proposal of the work methodology and presentation of an example.
MAIN PART (60 minutes)
Groups will be formed and, using their own mobile phones (or borrowed ones), every group will produce
mobile/cloud learning content to be used with their students related to financial literacy and
entrepreneurship.
Each group can develop topics like: pocket kids budget; savings plan; family budget; responsibly spend; history
of money; business plan; how to be an entrepreneur; business ideas; …
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Every group will present their own mobile cloud learning content, explain how it would be used with their
students.

Methods

Work forms

Keynote
talk
content producing
graphic work
interactive exercises

individual work
work in pairs
group work
frontal work

demonstration
role playing

Material/means:

•
•

PC, video projector;
Smartphone; tablet.
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS AND NOTES
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